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e Washington suburban area, telephonically 
presentative of the Intellirence Division, 
of Investigation Headquarters (PEI), 
C. QD advised that Fr. "award J. Epstein, 

tanding investigative reporter doing research . 
ct with “Reader's Digest’ looking into the 

  

sination, telephonically contacted him earlier 
- Epstein advised that he had been interviewing 
é¢ Unknown) Defiohrenschildt, whe had teen deposed 
Cormission. Fpstein debriefed Cel'ichrensechildt 
st debriefing obtained ‘extrzordinary 
Following an early morning debriefing on 

+ Epstein returned. to Dellohrenschildt‘s residence 
had just committed suicide. 

rding to Epstein, GeMohrenschildt left with an 
in Pallas, Texas, a photograph of Oswald holding 
is not belleved to be a new photograph, but one 

has seen before. However, nccordins to 
t, the photo he left with the lawyer was inscribed 
ld with the following: “Lene live the assassins. ° 

Yrstein is stayine at the Preakers, hey 
telephone nurber (305) €55 £611, extension 4179. 

a@ no additional pertinent information. 
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Subsequent to receipt of the above, the Miami, 

Florida, Office of the FBI determined the following information: 

  
   

   

   

      

    

   
    

  

George Delohrenschildt, Professor, Bishop College, - 
Dallas, Texas, and daughter have been visiting in Manalapan, 
Florida. On Merch 29, 1977, DeMohrenschildt spent a portion of 
the day with Efward J. Epstein, a reporter for “Reader's Digest” 

who was interviewing DeMohrenschildt for an article on Lee Harvey 

Oswald. Delohrenschildt arrived at his residence following 
interview with Epstein and was advised by his deughter that a 

of the House Committee on Assassinations \of 

John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King had been at the residence 

to sce hin. The daughter and others left the residence and 

DeMohrenschildt was later found dead with an indication he 

put a twonty gauge shotgun in his mouth and committed suicide. 

Epstein thereafter contacted one 

and related that DeMohrenschildt had made extraordinary 

revelations during the interview coneerning the Kennedy t 

assassination. ‘ 

  

. Unsuccessful attempts were made by FEI Agents to . 

contact Epstein at the Breakers Hotel, Palm Beach, on March 29, 

1977, and thereafter were advised by 

, Palm |Reach County Sheriff's Cffice, that Fpstein was 

now teinr interviewed by 
and Pain Beach 

County Sheriff's Office. was contacted and he advised 

that investigation indicates DeMohrensehildt committed suicide 

and that the terview of Epstein had just coneluded and that 

Epstein hed just departed. QUBIB advised Epstein stated, 

during interview, that DeMohrensechildt had indicated he had. not 

teen truthful with the Warren Commission previously, claimed a 

elose relationship with Osvwald and wife (larina) in Dallas 

and that be had maneuvered Oswald around to put hin in touch 

with the “right people” in the Dallas area. Peceased alse 

told Epstein he was in possession of the original photograph 

of Oswald which previously appeared on the cover of "Life™ 

magazine, “Life mapazine had obtained e copy of that photo 

’ from Marina Oswald and the original phote in DeMohrenschildt's 

possession bore Cswald's autograph and a notation by Oswald, 

"To the Russian assassin.” === advised Fostein was 

cooperative and some attorney in Jallas ¥as in possession of 

sapes and records of Dellohrenschildt. GHEE advised he would 

make tapes of the interview of Epstein available on Harch 30, 

1977, if it is agreeable with the Florida State Attorney's Office. 

  

   
   

  

 


